CCTV Power Bank is a system designed to power CCTV system and can be customized according to requirements. It can also power lights and appliances (tv, fan, pc, laptop, etc.) during power outage. Unlike UPS, it can provide longer power hours. Made in Taiwan.

- COMPACT & PORTABLE
- EASY TO INSTALL & SAFE TO USE
- CAN RUN LONGER HOURS VS. UPS
- NO LOUD NOISE vs. Generator
- NO NEED TO TOP UP FUEL vs. Generator
- W INTELLIGENT CHARGER, SECURES BATTERY / USER SAFETY
- POWERED by Motollite Solar Master Deep Cycle Battery
- RELIABLE AFTER SALES SUPPORT

- YOUR CCTV WILL NOT WORK DURING BROWNOUTS W/O BACK-UP POWER
- YOU MIGHT MISS A VERY IMPORTANT EVENT

- QUALITY GUARANTEED

- 300 watts with 40AH battery
- Will run approx 4hrs w/ 100 load wattage

Made in Taiwan